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18 October 2010 

The Hon Ms Elizabeth Thabethe 

Chairperson: Portfolio Committee on Energy 

Parliament of South Africa 

By email: nsibisi@parliament.gov.za  

 

Dear Ms. Thabethe 

We write to follow up on previous conversations and correspondence from Idasa regarding ongoing civil 

society research and engagement initiatives relevant to the programme of work of the Portfolio 

Committee on Energy. We request the opportunity to meet at your earliest convenience with you, and 

any other interested members of your committee, to discuss many of the important issues at hand in 

the context of the IRP 2, and electricity policy more generally in South Africa.   

As you are aware, the Department of Energy on behalf of the Inter-Ministerial Coordinating Committee 

on Energy has released a draft IRP 2 for public comment on Friday 8 October 2010. The period for public 

comment on this plan is to close on the 8 November 2010. As before, civil society and non-governmental 

stakeholders including business have demonstrated their strong interest in engaging in the IRP 2 process 

to date. Many civil society organizations including Idasa, the Institute for Security Studies, WWF-South 

Africa and the Southern African Faith Communities Environment Institute have invested significant time, 

effort and resources in generating independent research and analysis intended to inform this crucial 

policy process.  

We believe that Parliament has a crucially important role to play in ensuring that deliberation over the 

IRP 2 transpires in an open, transparent, inclusive and democratic manner. Parliament is in a unique 

position to connect the technicalities of electricity planning with the long term concerns and priorities of 

all South Africans. We would like to better understand how Parliament and the Energy PPC in particular 

intend to engage with the next phases of the IRP 2 process.  

We are concerned that the compressed timeline proposed may not allow Parliament sufficient time and 

scope to engage with the issues at hand. As you may be aware, many representatives of the civil society, 

business and labour communities have already requested an extension of the time frame for 

consultation on IRP, and access to all underpinning information from the Department directly. For our 
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part, Idasa is collaborating with SAFCEI, the Green Connection, WWF-SA and the Energy Research Centre 

at the University of Cape Town to convene a series of workshops across South Africa to allow interested 

stakeholders from civil society and local communities to understand the issues at hand so that they may 

contribute usefully to this consultation process. A first workshop will be held in Cape Town on 20 

October 2010 at Idasa, and we would welcome the participation of any interested members of 

Parliament and their staff.   

We look forward to the opportunity to discuss these and other issues relevant to the Programme of the 

Energy PPC shortly.  

Sincerely 

Gary Pienaar 

Senior Researcher: Economic Governance Programme 

Attachments: 

IRP 2 policy brief, June 2010 

IRP 2 briefing notes for PPC Energy  

 

 


